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LEADING QUESTIONS 

p1 eparoo by Charles Sahel 

The purpose of this note is to frame a discussion of new thinking about the pro!;pect' 
of small- an<i medium-sized manufacturing firm~ in developing countries and how, if at all, 
those prospect~ can be improved by public action. The aim is to ~1ablish common ground 
by characterizing surprising ~-pects of the current situc•tjon in four provocative as.~rtions, 
each of which gives rise to open questions for action ;.ind reflection. Agreement with the 
assertions, and still less the associated qu~tions, is certainly not a precondition for 
participation in the discus.~ion. Willingness to engage, and at the limit refute them is. 

I . At le~t with regard to models of industrial production-the deployment of machines 
and labour, organizing principles that define activities within and relations among firms
ueveloping and advanced countries increasingl} inhabit a single economic world dominated 
by what can loosely be called the new indu~trial disciplines: statistical proces.~ controls, 
·cells" or organization of production by group, just-in-time delivery and bufferless or 
inventoryless production. For the la~ century, what we now call developing countries were 
divided into two categories: those so preoccupied with subsistence a~ to he classed a~ pre
industrial, and those that were industdalizing by imitation of the labour-intensive methods of 
production pioneered and later surpa~~ by the advanced countries. Debat~ centered on 
whether the pre-industrial countries could begin to industrialize and whether the 
industrializing laggards could ever escape the subordination of apprenticeship and fully ma~er 
the mo~t advanced methods of the day. Today, in contra~t. the newest, computer controlled 
machine tools together with the new industrial disciplines are being introduced in many 
regions of the developing world even as, if not before, they reach the territories of the 
advanced countries. For evidence see (Alam 1994; Ansal 1994; de Quadros Carvalho 1994: 
Dominguez and Brown 1994; Humphrey 1994; Rasiah 1994Kaplinsky, 1994 #11; Tamayo 
1994) 

Two contrary lines of questioning follow immediately. On the one side are questions 
that raise the possibility of a continuing division between economic realms beneath the new 
appearance of unity. Suppose that many or even most of the new industrial disciplines are 
indeed diffusing among developing as among advanced countries. Might there not yet remain 
some master skill or capacity-in organizati•.mal design, in logistics or new accounting 
principles, for example-beyond the reach of newcomers and hence available to the advanct>.d 
economies as a guarantee of continuing advantage'! Could there be some limit, determined 
by the general skill level or the availability of infrastructure to the absorptive capacity of the 
ne'" users'! Or could it he that the diffusion of the new methods, even though explosive when 
judged against the expert expectations o; a decade ago (Edquist and Jacobsson 1988) , will 
prove limited to certain industries or processes'! Could it be, in short, that what was often 
called the new division of labour between capital intensive producers in the advanced 
economies and labour intensive ones in the developing world will he replaced by a newer still 
division between those who develop and universally apply the new methods and those who 
merely deploy them under conditions beyond their control'! 

On the other side are questions that raise the possihility that diffusion of the new 
methods may actually work to the advantage of the developing countries, making certain of 



their apparent competitive liahilities less onerous. and rcmkring them. perhaps. in some 
regards even more supple than the advanced adopters. Tr.tining may he an i:xample. Suppose 
the new methods require a mixture of technical and managerial or prohlem solving skills hest 
learned in the new settings or in tr.tining environments that simulate these. Suppose funher 
that acquisition of these skills leads naturnlly to rnpid assimilation of the traditional school
taught capacities for reading. writing and reasoning, hut thai. the school-taught knowkdge 
does lead naturnlly to acquisition of the ;:;:w work-place skills. (For discussion of this 
pos.sihility see generdlly (Koike and lnoki 1990) , and with reference to current difficulties 
with the German apprenticeship system (Sahel 1995) ). Under such conditions, of course, not 
having an "advanced" vocational trdining or even secondary educational system may not he 
tlte har to progress it once seemed; and industrialization hy the new methods may accompany 
or even proceed, rather than presuppose mas.sive educational reform. Analogous arguments 
might apply to managers and engineers and the institutions that shape them. 

In the end, to he sure. the lines of inquiry are likely to he complementary, not 
contrddictory. The new industrialization may create hoth hidden advantages and hidden 
disadvantages fi.»r developing countries; and the point of discussing hoth is plainly to learn 
how to maximize the former and minimize the latter, not to attempt the (impossihle) task of 
determining in advance the halance hetween them. 

2. Within the new general model the dis1inction hetween large and small firms is 
hreaking down. Increasing volatility makes local knowledge important. .... Large firms are 
therefore decentralizing authority regarding whcil to make and how to increasingly 
autonomous intema! units, and these in tum are collahorating more and more intimately in 
these matters with independent external suppliers. In effect production is more and more 
carried out hy federations of small- and medium-sized units linked hy the new industrial 
disciplines. If true. this assenion is panicularly important for developing countries, where 
firms, hy and large. are small. and where the goal of economic growth has traditionally heen 
interpreted as changing those small firms into (traditional) large ones. If the definition of the 
end changes. so too will understanding of the means. 

Again the questions cluster into the sceptical and the hopeful. and in a way that 
reveals the second affirmation to he an aspect or specification of the first one. Even if large 
firms truly are decentralizing, we will want to know whether they still provide indispensahle 
services-in. say. finance or marketing-to their internal units and external suppliers, and if so. 
how such services might he provided in their ahsence. Not having large firms is an advantage 
for developing countries in so far as existing large firms must he suhstantially reorganized, 
hut a di,advantage in so far as large firms, m<1 1adapted to the current environment or not, 
providt• assistance to small firms adopting tn~ new methods. Detailed discussion of the 
reorganization of large firm' in relation to the experience of small. developing country 
suppliers. for example. would illuminate the possihilitics and pitfalls of the new 
industrialization at the level of the production unit, and thus indicate as well prohlems that 
can not he solved hy individual private-sector actors. Such con\iderations in turn play into 
the thirJ affirmation: 

.'\. The new industrialization poses coordination prohlems ihat arc not well resolved either 
hy 1lrivatc markets or the hureaucratic state. hut may he addressed hy institutions that first 
pool information ahout local performance and hcst practice so tirms can assess their 
capahilitics and need\, and then provide assistance in the form of technical or managerial 



advice to those companies or groups of companies that determine they net."tl it. These 
institutions can he! fi.lrmed under the aegis of puhlic authorities. trndc associations. large firms 
or some comhination of all three. 

Given what has hccn said and supposed so far as common kn,lwledge. it may ~m 
peculiar to speak of coordination prohlems as a potential ohstade to the i>rogress of the new 
methods at all. and even more ahrupt tll suggest that markets do not solve them. The new 
disciplines are diffusing. after all, hecause they are more efficient th:m the more centrnlized 
and rigid sy~;tems they replace. If firms can hecome more competitive hy adopting new ~ays, 
the will: The proof is precisely the s-pread of the new in industrialization. Surely this is a case 
where the market will do its work? 

The shortcoming of this view is that it vas11y unde~1ates the cos1.s and difficulties of 
adjus1ment. In many ways the change from either highly centrnlized vertical integration (the 
~1ereotypical situation i.1 the advanced countries) or from lahour-intensive production near the 
suhsis1ence level (the model in the developing ones) to the new disciplines is like the 
transition form autarkic self-sufficiency to a division of lahour in which each party mus1 
exchange its products with the others to survive. As in the abandonment of self-sufficiency 
the introduction of the new disciplines creates new vulnerahilities-for example, hetween 
suppliers and cus1omers-and so shakes up the complex authority relations within each. For 
this reason firms may well prefer to attempt to survive hy getting better at what they know 
rather than by changing meth<xis; conversely, any measure that helps mutually dependent 
firms solve their adjustment problems together suhs1antially mises the possihilities of joint 
success. 

By their nature, finally, traditional bureaucracies and the kinds of incentives and 
penalties they can distrihute are ill-suited to this task. Distant officials are unlikely to have 
the kind of information local actors need to make the most of their local autonomy. The mo~1 
public authorities can do in this line is help estahlish an environment in which firms do have 
the incentives to gather and deploy that kind of knowledge; hut authorities that pursue such 
ends by such means are a new, as yet unnamed kind of puhlic-private partnership, and no 
longer traditional bureaucracies. 

Surprisingly, however, not much is known about just how such partnerships function. 
Advocates of market solutions in dehates in development economics have an easy time 
showing that bureaucratic interkrence in the economy can lead to enormous inefficiencies; 
advocates of public action, at least hy far-sighted, muscular, developmental states. can return 
the favour hy showing that in the post-war economic successes of Japan, Taiwan, and South 
Korea government played a guiding role that can not he ttccounted for in the market story. 
This exchange has dominated debate, leaving the parties so afisorhed in their quarrels with 
each other that neither paid much attention to how the state might encourage the acquisition 
of knowledge hy the actors that they could not have heen otherwise furnished themselves, and 
that puhlic authorities acting alone could not have discovered. The hest cu1Tent writing on the 
su~ject regards tt.e market view as implausihle hut the attribution of guiding powers to the 
developmental state as unpersuasive hecause question-begging. (Moon and Prasad 1994). 

Here, then, is where im1uiry should start. What can he said in general ahout the role 
of puhlic authorities in the advan1.:ed and developing countries in encouraging the new 
industriali7.ation through collahoration with firms, siflgly or in groups? What is the relation, 



if there is one. hctwccn the new industrial disdplines and the new principles of puhlic 
governance? If the same principles apply in hoth arenas. might there nonethdess he 
substantial and systematic ditlerences in the way the re411isitl! institutions in the respective 
settings are huilt? As these questions pile up they invite the fourth. final. and most 
encompassing as.~rtion: 

4_ There is no consolidated model of industrial organization in either ti • .! advanced or the 
deH~loping countries. A fortiori there is no consolidated model for puhlic action to encour.1ge 
economic development. If you have given the as.~rtions so far the hcnefit of the doubt, this 
conclusion will come as no surprise at all. If we do not know whether and how the new 
indu~1rialization advantages or ohstrncts the developing economies in relation to the advanced 
ones; if we can not define with precision what skill and training mean in the world of the new 
disciplines, or specify the mle of large firms in it; if we can say that the transition to the new 
is not likely to he the automatic result of market action, hut can not say how government may 
do helter-if this is what we do and do not say, then how could we claim to have captured the 
new indu~1rialization in a model connecting the principks of it~ operntion with the ~1ructures, 
public and private. to which they give rise'! At mo~1 we have a sketchy map of the new 
economic world. a rough chart that marks it~ boundaries with the old and indicates the gross 
topographic features with sufficient clarity to aid explorntion. This chart is a considerahle 
improvement over ignor.mce of the new territories; hut it is not a reliable guide for routine 
commerce or those who would e~1ahlish it. 

From this summary ohservation follows a que~1ion of immediate practical significance 
for the consideration of our group: How do we discus.~ development. in theory and practice. 
without relying on the traditional assumption that the developing countries are imitating, or 
heing limited hy, the advanced ones? Put another way, what does it mean for investigation 
of, and practical efforts to aid, the developing countries when it is at lea~1 thinkahle that their 
experimental experience with the new industrialization has as much to teach the advanced 
countries as the other way around? 

It is from the vantage point of, or at least with a view towards, this last question that 
we ask you to write a paper of 20 or more pages as your initial contrihution to our 
discussion. Such a paper would come to grips with any or all of these affirmations from your 
own point of view. hut in any case with reference to empirical developments you know well 
or judge worthy of additional attention. Ideally the paper would connect analysis to 
programmatic reflection, perhaps hy discussing why some program of assistance did or did 
not succeed in it~ aims. More than ideal would he a paper that proceeded from such 
discussion to comparison of like experiences in the developing and advanced countries. Better 
yet, and so heyond superlative, would he a paper that did all this, and then went on to say 
how the sullsequent deliberations of our group might learn from the new lessons of ft:derated 
learning and hecome themselves part of the process hy which the experimental findings of the 
new industriali1.ation are passed from zone to zone. 

All this must seem like a tall order. Best efforts will do; and in any case there will 
he time and occasion to narrow discussion as the need arises. But our sense is that, like the 
actors themselves, we will have a her~r ~hancc of k~cping our hearing if we do suppress our 
wonder and anxiety at the many paths opening hcfore us. A world without models, after all. 
may not he a world in which anything is possihle; hut it is a world in which nothing is gained 
and much risked hy ruling surprises out. 
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